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Diwan Verlag Sep 2004, 2004. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 211x146x12 mm. Neuware - My
long experience as an Arabic teacher for foreigners has shown me that there is an increasing need
to provide learners with a quick language course that facilitates communication at an early stage
between Arabs and English-speakers. To reach this aim, I've attempted to introduce 60 simple
dialogues for different holiday and everyday situations, using the Egyptian dialect. Why EgyptianArabic It is - The easiest to learn and the most widespread dialect. - The dialect that all Arabs
understand. - The most similar dialect to classical Arabic. - More than one million Egyptians live or
work in different Arabic countries. - El Azhar and various other Egyptians universities and
institutions are regularly visited by many students of the Arabic language. - Egypt produces more
than 90% of Arab culture including: theatre, cinema, television and video films. Daily life and
holiday conversations The conversations include short, clear, common vocabulary, terms and
sentences taken from holidays and everyday situations. Texts are written in Egyptian Arabic and
English. We have also given you phonetic forms to help fluency and pronunciation. The texts in
Arabic as well as the examples given...
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Reviews
These sorts of publication is the greatest ebook accessible. I could possibly comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Your lifestyle span will
likely be enhance when you total reading this ebook.
-- Treva Roberts
This is actually the very best book i actually have read till now. This is for all those who statte that there was not a worth studying. Its been written in an
remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Mr. Jeramy Leuschke IV
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